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Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: AV Akademikerverlag | The influence of the pointing gesture and
of the owner-given cues in a cognitive task | The last years of research on canine cognition showed
that domestic dogs are highly skillful in responding to human given cues like diverse pointing
gestures. However, several studies criticized the interpretation of the extraordinary skills of dogs in
socio-cognitive tasks and instead, the possibility of reacting to unintentional cues of the handler
(typically the owner) was emphasized. The daily contact between owner and dog as well as
intensive training with dogs bears the risk that dogs learn to react to subtle subconscious cues like
head and body orientation to solve cognitive tasks without understanding the problem. This is
known as the "Clever Hans effect". Although the Clever Hans effect was taken as possible
&apos;kill-joy explanation&apos; of the results in several studies, so far it was not investigated
whether owners influence the behavior of their dogs during an experiment. This study was therefore
conducted to assess two types of owners&apos; influences on the choice behavior of dogs; (i) the
potential unintentional influence triggered by subtle body movements or orientations of the
owners; (ii) a more active influence of the...
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A top quality publication as well as the typeface used was intriguing to learn. Yes, it is play, still an amazing and interesting literature. I discovered this
publication from my i and dad suggested this book to learn.
-- Prof. Louvenia Flatley-- Prof. Louvenia Flatley

This ebook might be worth a read, and superior to other. It is probably the most remarkable book i have got read. Its been designed in an remarkably
straightforward way and it is merely soon after i finished reading this publication where really modified me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Alex Zieme DDS-- Alex Zieme DDS
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Would It Kill You to Stop DoingWould It Kill You to Stop Doing
That?That?
Book Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: Little, Brown Book Group | A Modern Guide to Manners | A laugh-out-loud guide to modern
manners by acclaimed humorist, author, and Vanity Fair columnist Henry Alford. | A few years ago, humorist and journalist Henry
Alford found...

Chris P. Bacon: My Life SoChris P. Bacon: My Life So
Far.Far.
Hay House Inc. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Chris P. Bacon: My Life So Far., Chris P. Bacon, Len Lucero, Kristina Tracy,
Welcome to the life of Chris P. Bacon, the adorable baby pig that became a YouTube and talk-show sensation....

Violet Rose and the SurpriseViolet Rose and the Surprise
PartyParty
Book Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: Nosy Crow | With activities, 3D press-out models and over 175 stickers! Plus free games and
printables online! | When busy rabbit, Violet Rose, discovers that her friend Lily has a birthday coming up, she and her buddies...

A Smarter Way to Learn JavaScript: The New Approach That Uses Technology to Cut Your E ort inA Smarter Way to Learn JavaScript: The New Approach That Uses Technology to Cut Your E ort in
HalfHalf
Createspace, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 251 x 178 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on
Demand *****.The ultimate learn-by-doing approachWritten for beginners, useful for experienced developers who want to sharpen
their skills and don t mind...

Kingfisher Readers: Your Body (Level 2: Beginning to Read Alone)Kingfisher Readers: Your Body (Level 2: Beginning to Read Alone)
(Unabridged)(Unabridged)
Pan Macmillan. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Kingfisher Readers: Your Body (Level 2: Beginning to Read Alone)
(Unabridged), Brenda Stone, For the first time, Kingfisher brings its expertise in beautifully-designed, trusted non-fiction to the sphere
of learning to read. This new...

Kindergarten Culture in the Family and Kindergarten; A Complete Sketch of Froebel s System of Early Education, Adapted to AmericanKindergarten Culture in the Family and Kindergarten; A Complete Sketch of Froebel s System of Early Education, Adapted to American
Institutions. for the Use of Mothers and TeachersInstitutions. for the Use of Mothers and Teachers
Rarebooksclub.com, United States, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 246 x 189 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****.This historic book may have numerous typos and missing text. Purchasers can download a free scanned copy of
the original...
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